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Abstract— Special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) 

provide resistance to lateral force acting on a system in 

seismic design due to their ability in providing high strength, 

ductility and stiffness. Brace connected to beam column 

through gusset plate. Gusset plate play vital role in high risk 

seismic region in SCBFs. Gusset plate connections tolerate 

large inelastic deformations after buckling of the brace and 

end rotation and inelastic deformation post buckling of the 

brace .To achieve end rotation, using linear clearance, large 

plate and rigid connection. As result connection may be 

uneconomical. A research program was conducted to 

improve the gusset plate connection in SCBFs using elliptical 

clearance. Elliptical clearance gusset plate, attain good 

ductility, more compact, small, flexible and economical. .In 

current design, Using tapered gusset plate good end rotation, 

reduce the sizes of gusset plate and more likely to yield. In 

this paper mainly focused on shape optimization of gusset 

plate in special concentrically braced frame including 

geometry, clearance, degree of taper, filleting and thickness 

of gusset also determine the pattern of stress in gusset plate 

Using tapered gusset plate, gusset plate elliptical filleting and 

gusset plate reverse elliptical filleting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In SCBFs, brace connected to beam column through gusset 

plate. Gusset plate connections should be able to tolerate 

large inelastic deformations after buckling of the brace and 

end rotation .CBFs develop their cyclic inelastic deformation 

through axial yielding and post buckling deformation of the 

braces .since premature fracture due to excessive out of plane 

buckling results in poor performance of the steel structure. 

SCBFs have been increasingly used by structural engineers in 

the past few decades, largely because of the unsatisfactory 

performance of special moment resisting frames (SMRF) 

during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. , seismic design 

codes recommended 2tp linear clearance, such as the AISC 

2005 has provisions regarding design of braced frame gusset 

plates in seismic region. The linear clearance normal to the 

axis of the brace results in relatively large sized gusset plate 

and rigid connection. In the current AISC Seismic Provisions 

(AISC 2010a), this design intent is addressed by requiring 

that the connection strength exceed the expected plastic 

capacities (both tension and compression) of the brace. In this 

case, the plastic moment capacity of the gusset plate can 

easily be greater than the required values of 1.1RyMp. When 

the brace buckles out of plane of the frame, its end rotations 

force the gusset plate to bend out-of-plane, thereby cyclic 

strain demand in the middle of the brace by increasing the 

clearance and reducing the inelastic deformation of entire 

system and local yielding in the beam column near to the 

gusset plate connection. As a result earlier brace fracture, 

uneconomical and not feasible for construction using large 

gusset plate. Tapered linear offset gusset plate reduces the 

size of gusset plate and increased thickness to prevent gusset 

plate buckling. Recent research was conducted by alternate 

design method; elliptical clearance model is more compact, 

smaller, flexible and economical. The elliptical clearance 

observed only in graphically and mathematically. Elliptical 

clearance, increase the inelastic deformation capacity in the 

range of 6tp – 8tp and also reduce the stiffness and local 

yielding in the beam column adjacent to the gusset plate 

connection. Compare to linear offset, large out of plane 

deformation at the middle of the brace. To achieve better 

seismic performance of these structures. 

 Recent research into the investigations of the 

behaviour of gusset plates under cyclic loads is considered in 

section. The most significant research on gusset plate 

connections began in the 1950’s with the experimental work 

performed by Whitmore (1952). Following the 1950’s more 

research on the behaviour of gusset plate connections was 

performed to gain a better understanding of the behaviour of 

gusset plate connections and develop simple guidelines for 

the design of gusset plates for monotonic and cyclic loading. 

It is proposed that the peak stress could be calculated by 

taking the brace load and dividing it by an area equal to the 

plate thickness times “Whitmore Effective Width”. In the 

modified Thornton method, a 45º dispersion angle was 

proposed to evaluate the effective width, instead of 30º, to 

account the load redistribution in the gusset plate. In general, 

hysteresis plots for the weak gusset – strong brace member 

models exhibited less pining and sustained higher post-

buckling compressive loads than conventionally designed 

subassemblies. However, all the connections failed in tension 

in the gusset plate with a relatively small deformation. This 

may limit the use of the “weak gusset plate – strong brace 

member” concept in seismic applications. (Cheng et al., 

2000). A numerical investigation on the behaviour of multi-

storey X-braced frames and gusset plate connections was 

conducted using the inelastic finite element program ANSYS. 

The design of this frame closely simulated the size and 

geometry of single-storey, single-bay diagonally braced 

frames, tested and analysed in previous research studies by 

Lehman et al. (2008) and Yoo et al. (2008b). Recent research 

shows that although frames designed to the current code 

possess ductility, their displacement capacity is limited in that 

the yielding is restricted to a single element (brace) (Lehman 

et al 2008). Extensive research into the seismic design and 

behaviour of braced frames indicates that a balance between 

brace yielding/buckling and connection yielding suggests 

increasing the drift capacity of the system. This research has 

resulted in a Balance Design Procedure (BDP), which 

balances the strength of the brace and the gusset plate to 

promote ductility and alleviate potential failure modes 

(Roeder et al. 2011b). To investigate the seismic performance 

of three half scale CBF with masonry infill. To study the 

influence of masonry infill on the potential rupture of gusset 
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plate and top-seat angle connections .In 2016, investigate the 

effect of masonry infill and gusset plate configuration 

(Ahmady Jazany 2013) 

 
(a) 

Fig. 1: Gusset Plate Configuration of GPEF & GPREF 

II. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Yield and ultimate strengths (MPa) 

Beam 

(A992) 
Column(A992) Brace(A500) Gusset(A572) 

395 501 409 522 505 549 447 602 

Table 1: 

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to simulate 

engineering problems. FEA is way to simulate loading 

condition on a design and determine the designs response to 

those conditions The software create simulate computer 

models of structure , design products and semiconductors , as 

well as to create simulations that test a durability , 

temperature distribution , fluids movements , and 

electromagnetic properties. Structural analysis is used to 

determine deformations, strain, stresses and reaction forces. 

FEA is a mathematical representation of actual system 

comprising a part of model, material properties, elements, 

applicable boundary conditions (pre-processing), the solution 

of that mathematical representation and result of the solution 

(post- processing) 

IV. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING 

A numerical investigation of the behaviour of gusset plate 

connected to a beam column and brace, using the finite 

element program ANSYS 15 is described and the results of 

the investigation is presented. A comprehensive nonlinear 

finite element (FE) analysis was constructed using SHELL 

181 for all member .The four node elements with six degrees 

of freedom at each node: translations in the x, y, and z 

directions, and rotations about the x, y, and z-axes. SHELL 

181 is well –suited for linear, large rotation, and/or large 

strain nonlinear applications. Change in shell thickness is 

accounted for in nonlinear analyses. 

 

 
Fig. 2: SHELL 181 Element 

 
Fig. 3: Meshing Of GPEF & GPREF 

 A coarser was used were only limit inelastic 

deformation occurred. Mesh size of the appropriate min 

25mm and max 50mm was used in the centre of the brace and 

the beam column and the gusset plate connection to determine 

accuracy and nonlinear in region were large local 

deformation were expected . Boundary conditions of 

simulated the test restraints including fixed support at the 

bottom of the column and Load is applied in x direction. The 

model is subjected to a cyclic inelastic deformation history 

based on the ATC -24 Protocol. 

 
Fig. 4: Cyclic Horizontal Loading History 

V. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
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Fig. 5: Load – displacement graph T15 GPEF 

 
Fig. 6: Load – displacement graph T15 GPREF 

 
Fig. 7: Load-displacement graph T25 GPEF 

 
Fig. 8: Load – displacement graph T25 GPREF 

 
Fig. 9: Equivalent Stress T15 GPEF of R200, R300, R400 

 
Fig. 10: Equivalent Stress T15 GPEF of R200, R300, R400 

 
Fig. 11: Equivalent Stress T25 GPREF of R200,R300,R400 

 
Fig. 12: Equivalent Stress T25 GPREF of R200,R300,R400 

 Fig 5.6,7 and 8 shows the load verses displacement 

curves (hysteresis loops) of subjected to horizontal cyclic 

loading in nonlinear analysis T15 GPEF and GPREF, T25 

GPEF and GPREF for elliptical clearance 8tp, T15 GPREF 

which attained much ductility and inelastic deformation 

capacity than T15 GPEF and T25 in all cases .In both T15 

GPREF and GPEF R400 attain large ductility compare to 

other specimen’s in T25 

 Fig 9, 10, 11 and 12 shows the equivalent stresses of 

GPEF designed using R200 and R300 model gusset plate. 

Stress and strain is more widely distributed at the connection 

of gusset plate and brace which lead to earlier cracking in 

gusset plate. In GPREF R200, R300 and R400 stress and 

strain is more concentrated at the middle of the brace which 

lead to premature failure in brace. Equivalent stress in the 
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gusset plate gradually decreases with increasing the filleting 

in GPEF. In GPEF, Equivalent stress more concentrated in 

the gusset plate compare with GPREF 

 GPEF designed using R200 and R300 model gusset 

plate. Stress and strain is more widely distributed at the entire 

structure results reduce the ductility and inelastic deformation 

of SCBF frames because T15 thicker gusset plate increased 

rotational end restraint of the brace. Maximum stress 

distribution in the brace and elliptical band which lead to 

premature gusset plate failure. 

 In GPREF R200, R300 and R400 stress and strain is 

more concentrated at the middle of the brace which lead to 

premature failure in brace. Equivalent stress in the gusset 

plate gradually decreases with increasing the filleting in 

GPEF. In GPREF, maximum equivalent stress concentrated 

in the brace compare with GPEF. Both cases local yield 

demand in the column beam adjacent to gusset plate 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the FE numerical results of the Braced connected to 

beam column through gusset plate, the following conclusions 

can be drawn: 

1) Tapered gusset plate provides good end rotation capacity 

of brace and attains large ductility and large out of plane 

deformation before localization of damage and brace 

fracture. Increase the degree of taper, stress and strain 

more widely distributed yield in the gusset plate at re-

entrant corner. Thinner gusset plate is more compact, 

flexible. Large inelastic deformation capacity with 

ultimate fracture due to tearing of the brace in the 

buckled region 

2) Decreases filleting result more widely distribution 

equivalent stress in the gusset plate with in GPEF and 

GPREF. In T15 (9.5mm) designed using GPREF good 

end rotational and more ductility compare to other 

specimens because the thinner plate is more flexible and 

compact. Maximum equivalent stress concentrated in the 

middle of the brace in GPREF 

3) GPREF which attained much ductility and inelastic 

deformation capacity than GPEF in all cases. Local yield 

demand of beam and column at the edge of the gusset 

plate in thicker gusset plate T15-T3 and T25-T3 in GPEF 

and GPREF. Gusset plate reverse elliptical fillet attain 

large ductility .In GPREF designed using R400 attain 

large ductility compared the R200 and R300. 
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